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Abstract
Fully 3D PET data are often rebinned into 2D data sets in order to avoid
computationally intensive fully 3D reconstruction. Then, conventional 2D
reconstruction techniques are employed to obtain images from the rebinned
data. In a common scenario, 2D filtered back projection (FBP) is applied
to Fourier rebinned (FORE) data. This approach is suboptimal because FBP
is based on an idealized mathematical model of the data and cannot account
for the statistical structure of data and noise. FORE data contain some blur
in all three dimensions in comparison to conventional 2D PET data. In this
work, we propose methods for approximating this blur in the sinogram domain
due to FORE through its point spread function (PSF). We also explore simple
methods for deconvolving the rebinned data with this PSF to restore it to
a more ideal state prior to FBP. Our results show that deconvolution of the
approximate transaxial PSF yields no improvement. When low image noise
levels are required for detection tasks, the deconvolution of the axial PSF does
not provide adequate resolution or quantitative benefits to justify its application.
When accurate quantitation is required and higher noise levels are acceptable,
the deconvolution of the axial PSF leads to considerable gains (30%) in accuracy
over conventional FORE+FBP at matched noise levels.

1. Introduction
Positron emission tomography (PET) is an effective imaging modality for measuring
physiologic function and has found increasing numbers of applications for cancer diagnosis
and staging. Modern PET scanners collect measurements in either 2D mode or ‘fully 3D’
mode. In 2D mode, lead or tungsten septa are placed between adjacent rings of the scanner,
forcing the collection of photons confined to single transaxial slices. In contrast, fully 3D mode
contains no septa and collects photons from all oblique axial angles, effectively increasing the
0031-9155/06/010077+17$30.00 © 2006 IOP Publishing Ltd Printed in the UK
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total number of accepted photons. Fully 3D data collection results in increased sensitivity,
allowing for reduced scan times.
Reconstruction of image volumes from fully 3D data is more challenging than from 2D
mode data due to the larger data set size and the added complexity of oblique information.
Several rebinning methods have been proposed to reduce fully 3D sinograms into a stack of 2D
transaxial sinograms prior to reconstruction. These rebinning methods range in complexity
from the single slice rebinning algorithm (Daube-Witherspooon and Muehllehner 1987) to
the exact Fourier rebinning algorithm (FOREX) (Liu et al 2001). The most common form of
rebinning is the Fourier rebinning algorithm (FORE) (Defrise et al 1997). A few researchers
have shown that the use of FORE and then conventional 2D reconstruction algorithms yield
images that are comparable to fully 3D reconstructed images while requiring significantly less
computation time (Liu et al 2001, Obi et al 2000, Krzywinski et al 1999).
An ideal rebinning transformation would place each 3D event into its correct 2D direct
plane location or locations. The FORE algorithm provides a fast transformation from 3D
data to 2D data based on a second-order Taylor series approximation of the 3D Fourier
transformation of the data. In this paper, we are concerned with how the FORE approximation
deviates from the ideal rebinning method. This work explores the point spread function (PSF)
of the FORE algorithm in the transaxial and axial dimensions of the 2D sinogram domain in
order to (a) find the blurring due to FORE and (b) quickly reduce the blurring influence prior
to conventional 2D reconstruction.
This work proposes sinogram restoration methods for FORE rebinned data. Sinogram
restoration has been studied in the past for multiple applications such as reducing the effect of
the detection system PSF in single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) data
(Glick et al 1994) and PET data (Kao et al 2000) and reducing noise in emission (La
Rivière and Pan 2000) and transmission tomography (La Rivière and Billmire 2005). The
field of image restoration, including deblurring/deconvolution techniques, offers multiple
sophisticated methods for removing degradations while controlling noise levels (Stark 1987).
This work employs a rather simple inverse filtering followed by analytic reconstruction. This
fast approach is designed to complement the FORE algorithm to offer an expedient alternative
to the more accurate fully 3D reconstruction.
2. Finding PSF of FORE
2.1. FORE kernels
The FORE algorithm reorders fully 3D sinogram measurements into 2D sinograms and consists
of a series of linear operations in frequency space. This algorithm can be represented in the
space domain with the FORE kernel. Comtat et al (1998) were the first to discuss the FORE
kernel and used an approximation of the FORE kernel to estimate the variance of rebinned
sinograms for use in statistical reconstruction methods. Comtat’s work avoided using the true
FORE kernel due to computational costs. We simplified calculation and storage issues by
utilizing only the central portion of the kernels. We employed the true FORE kernel (Alessio
et al 2003) to find the effect of FORE on the mean and covariance structure of the rebinned
data in the transaxial dimension. Here, we use the FORE kernel to find the blurring effect of
FORE in the transaxial and axial directions.
The following discussion uses the same notation as (Comtat et al 1998) with y2D (s, φ, z)
representing a set of rebinned 2D sinograms with radial distance, s, azimuthal angle, φ, and
rebinned plane z. Fully 3D sinograms consist of four dimensions described as y3D (s, φ, z , δ  )
in which (s, φ) index the single oblique sinogram (with ‘ring difference’ δ  ) that intersects the
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Figure 1. Illustration of frequency–distance relation. Source at distance t will be rebinned to plane
zrebinned . Although we do not have access to t in practice, we know that distance t contributes
to frequency values of |t| = |k/w| and can use these frequencies to find the contribution to the
rebinned plane.

central plane z . FORE can be explained in terms of the frequency–distance relation (Edholm
et al 1986). The oblique sinogram y3D (s, φ, z , δ  ) can be transformed to Y3D (w, k, z , δ  ),
through the continuous Fourier transform with respect to radial distance s and the Fourier
series with respect to azimuthal angle φ where w is the radial frequency and k is the Fourier
index.
The frequency–distance relation states that y3D at frequency (w, k) receives contributions
primarily from sources located at distance t = −k/w along the lines of integration in the
Radon transform. The distance, t, is measured from the source to the midpoint of the line of
response along a transaxial projection. The important point is that different distances along
the line of integration contribute to different locations in the frequency space. In practice, we
do not have access to t because the Radon transform provides only the complete line integrals.
On the other hand, we do have the 2D transform of the combination of all lines of response
and can therefore find the distance, t, leading to the rebinned contribution. Therefore, as
|k/w| increases in an oblique plane, t increases and the frequency value is placed in rebinned
planes farther from the direct plane. Figure 1 illustrates the frequency–distance relation. This
relationship is summarized with the Fourier rebinning approximation


kδ 
 

,0
(1)
Y3D (w, k, z , δ ) ≈ Y3D w, k, z −
w
which is the basis for the FORE algorithm.
It is interesting to note that the Radon consistency condition, or ‘bow-tie’ effect (Natterer
1986, Rattey and Lindgren 1981), is a corollary of the frequency–distance relation. If the
source is located at the edge of the FOV, t = Rw , then it contributes to frequencies equal to
k/w = Rw . Since no sources exist for t > Rw , no sources contribute to frequencies greater
than |k/w| = Rw and the Fourier transform of a Radon transform is zero for these frequencies.
The FORE operation can also be expressed in the space domain with FORE kernel a( ) as

y2D (s, φ, z) =
a(s − s  , φ − φ  , z, z ,  )y3D (s  , φ  , z ,  ).
(2)
s  φ  z  

The FORE kernel, a( ), describes the contribution of a particular oblique plane indexed with
 , of plane z , to the rebinned plane z. The FORE operation consists of the sum of the
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2D convolution in radial distance and angle for all contributing planes. It should be stressed
that (2) is not an approximation of FORE and that a complete set of FORE kernels exactly
replicates the FORE operation.
Figure 2 displays some of these kernels computed for rebinning a 140 × 150 sinogram
from a 18 ring scanner with a geometry similar to the GE Advance whole-body PET scanner
(DeGrado et al 1994). Only the central 30 × 30 window of the entire kernel is shown,
revealing that most of the energy resides near the origin. Figure 2 shows how the oblique
planes of plane 19 contribute to the 2D rebinned plane 19. In other words, they are the kernels
a(s, φ, 19, 19, [0 − 7]) where oblique plane 7 is the most oblique sinogram (largest  ) and
oblique plane 0 is the direct plane. These figures support our simplifying step of only storing
and using the central portion of the FORE kernels. It is interesting to note that the direct plane
should contribute all of its values to the rebinned plane that it intersects. With this knowledge,
one might expect the kernel at  = 0 to be a delta function. In fact, the kernel for this direct
plane has a frequency spectrum directly equal to the bow-tie filter or in other words, directly
equal to the spectrum of a sinogram. So, convolution with this filter or with a delta function
will not change the direct plane sinogram’s contribution to the rebinned plane.
In the following discussion, the transaxial and axial effects of FORE will be treated
separately. First, we explore how FORE influences a single transaxial slice, or a single
rebinned sinogram, and discuss methods for using this new information. Secondly, we analyse
FORE’s influence along the z-axis.
2.2. Transaxial PSF
The FORE operation performed in sinogram space sums the influence of all 3D oblique planes
convolved with their corresponding FORE kernel. It is infeasible to form an exact expression
of the PSF of FORE for a single rebinned slice since any 2D expression of all the FORE kernels
will need to vary based on object-dependent, variable contributions from oblique planes. In
other words, a single 2D kernel cannot form an exact expression of multiple 2D kernels for
each oblique plane.
For the transaxial PSF, we adopt an approach which approximates the averaged effect of
all oblique planes with a new kernel containing the summation of all the FORE kernels for
a given direct plane, z. In this approach, the PSF includes the effect of all planes, assuming
equal counts in all oblique planes. The inaccuracy of this approximation is that we do not
have access to the variation in contribution from different oblique planes. In the equation

a(s, φ, z, z ,  ),
(3)
â(s, φ, z) =
z  

â offers an approximation of the blurring process of FORE on a single transaxial slice, z.
Figure 3 displays this transaxial PSF, â.
2.3. Axial PSF
In the axial dimension, FORE essentially interpolates the fully 3D data set into rebinned planes
based on frequency location. This interpolation naturally causes blurring in the axial direction.
A frequency domain based approach that analyses axial contributions would provide direct
access to the quantity of blurring for each sinogram entry. We propose a simpler method
based on the approximation that all entries in a single rebinned plane za contribute the same
percentage of their values to all entries in rebinned plane zb . That is, we find the term H which
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Figure 2. FORE kernels a(s, φ, 19, 19, [0 − 7]) relate how oblique planes centred on plane 19
contribute to 2D rebinned plane 19. Top figure illustrates a cutaway of an 18 ring scanner not
drawn to scale. Oblique plane 7 is the most òblique’ and plane 0 is the direct plane. In the kernel
plots, φ is the left axis and s is the right axis.
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Figure 3. Transaxial kernel approximating effect of FORE on plane 12 of a 35 plane data set.
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is expressed in the relationship
y2D (s, φ, zb ) ≈



H (zb , za )ỹ2D (s, φ, za )

(4)

za

where ỹ2D ( ) represents an ideal, unblurred rebinned data set. In this study, we use the FORE
kernels to find H, although other techniques, such as manipulating FORE rebinned oblique
planes containing single impulses, could be employed to find this matrix. In our formulation,
we simply add contributing FORE kernels to find what percentage of a given direct plane came
from a neighbouring plane. Figure 4 presents a plot of the axial FORE PSF and the entire
axial relationship H for our 18 ring scanner model. This simple relationship does not take into
account the fact that different regions of the frequency space of the oblique planes contribute
differently to a given direct plane.
We can improve the axial approximation (4) by dividing the frequency space into regions
that each have different axial relationships. We divided the valid frequency space of the
Fourier transform of the Radon transform into four regions as shown in figure 5. The region
numbers increase as the value of |k/w| increases, leading to rebinned planes farther from the
intersected plane. The axial relationships for these different regions appear in figure 6. This
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Figure 5. Regions of frequency space used to find varying axial relationship of FORE data. Shaded
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Figure 6. Axial relationship, H, for different regions of frequency space. In region 3 the
contributions are spread over more planes than in other regions.

figure reveals that values in region 0 only contribute to the intersected plane, in keeping with
the fact that the FORE algorithm essentially performs single slice rebinning in this region.
Conversely, values in region 3 are related to many different planes.
3. Deconvolving FORE PSF
3.1. Deconvolving transaxial blurring
These approximations of the PSF of FORE in the transaxial and axial dimensions of the
rebinned data are deconvolved from the data prior to FBP. In a transaxial slice, a spectral
domain approach is used to find the generalized inverse of the â operation (3). Â(w, k, z) is
the frequency spectrum of â(s, φ, z) as shown in figure 7. This spectrum reveals the support
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Figure 7. Magnitude of frequency spectrum of approximate transaxial PSF of FORE and its
inverse. An example PSF and inverse for plane 15 of a 35 plane data set with γ = 2.

region of the FORE approximation which is based on the ‘bow-tie’ shape frequency content
of the Radon transform. In specific, the second-order approximation used in FORE becomes
less valid as k/w increases; therefore, FORE is not applied in this region. FORE remains
applicable because the frequency content of the Radon transform is approximately zero in this
region. With this acknowledged, the approximate transaxial PSF of FORE has a frequency
spectrum that mirrors the support region of the Radon transform.
The frequency spectrum of the generalized inverse of Â(w, k, z) is B(ω, k, z), defined as

1
1


if
<γ

 Â(ω, k, z) ,
|Â(ω, k, z)|
B(ω, k, z) =
 |Â(ω, k, z)|


,
otherwise.
γ
Â(ω, k, z)
This inverse filter is a stable version of the direct inverse, which would be highly susceptible
to noise when A(w, k, z) → 0 causing 1/A(w, k, z) → ∞. This inverse filter essentially
accentuates the frequencies in the sinograms where the original FORE operation, â, has a stop
band. We will refer to methods which deblur FORE rebinned data with B( ) prior to FBP as
‘D-transaxial’.
Inspection of the spectrum of the transaxial PSF (figure 7) reveals that the passband
portion of FORE is basically flat while the stop band portion only exists in a region where
there is little energy in the Radon transform. This shows that FORE has little blurring influence
in the transaxial dimension and we can expect to have minimal performance gains through
deconvolving the transaxial PSF.
3.2. Deconvolving axial blurring
In the axial dimension, the approximate blurring operation H (4) needs to be removed. With
Z equal to the number of planes, the Z × 1 vector Ỹ2D (si , φj ) describes a sinogram data point
in all planes of an ideal unblurred data set. That is, it is the vector form of ỹ2D (s, φ, ∗). Under
our approximation, the FORE rebinned data set Y2D ( ) has the form
Y2D (si , φj ) ≈ HỸ2D (si , φj )

(5)

for all i and j . Simply multiplying the FORE rebinned data with H−1 will recover an
approximation of the unblurred data. In other words, a single row of H−1 for plane za
becomes the one-dimensional filter along z which modifies all of the entries of plane za .
Figure 8 displays the 18th row of inverse operation and the entire inverse for a 35 plane
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Figure 9. Inverse of axial relationship for different regions of frequency space.

scanner. The term ‘D-axial’ denotes the method that deconvolves with this simple axial
approximation prior to FBP.
When the frequency space is divided into four regions as portrayed in figure 6, the inverse
operation becomes highly susceptible to noise. Since PET data are inherently noisy, the
inverses need to be regularized to have viable results. Expression (5) does not include noise
which could be included as an additive term as
Y̆2D (si , φj ) = Hp Y̌2D (si , φj ) + n.
A regularized inverse of the H operation has the form

−1
Gp = Hp Hp + σn2 I Hp
where σn2 represents the noise power (Jain 1989). The value of σn2 was adjusted qualitatively
to maintain reasonable noise levels in the filtered data. Figure 9 displays the filters for the four
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Figure 10. Simulation phantoms used for resolution and contrast comparisons of methods.

Figure 11. One transaxial slice above one coronal slice of 128 × 128 reconstructions of simulated
resolution phantom.

regions of the frequency space. These filters were applied to their corresponding region of the
frequency space as described in figure 5. The term ‘multi-axial’ is used for methods which
filter each region with the appropriate Gp prior to FBP.
4. Application and results
These methods were applied to FORE rebinned PET sinograms prior to conventional FBP
reconstruction in an effort to reduce the transaxial and axial blurring effects. The D-transaxial
and multi-axial filtering operations were applied through multiplication operations in the
frequency space (rather than convolution in the space domain) adding minimal computation
time to the overall reconstruction. The D-axial method was applied directly in the space
domain sinograms.
4.1. Simulation results
4.1.1. Resolution analysis. These methods were tested with simulated data from three
different phantoms to evaluate resolution, accuracy and noise properties. First, we simulated
fully 3D data from the ‘resolution’ phantom in figure 10 consisting of 18 hot spheres each
with a radius of 1.5 cm. The spheres are located at 9 transaxial positions (t = 0, ±6 cm)
and 2 axial positions (z = ±3 cm). Line integrals through this phantom were organized into
sinogram data for a scanner with a geometry similar to the GE Advance. The 3D data were
FORE rebinned into 35 direct and cross planes. Figure 11 displays reconstructions of these
noise-free data for some of the discussed methods using a 60% cutoff Hanning window along
one transaxial slice and one coronal slice. Inspection of the axial deblurring reconstructions
reveals a slightly more artefact than the other methods particularly in the axial dimension.
This is due to the fact that the axial filtering equates to a sharpening filter which stresses any
axial texture in the image volume from the FORE process and sampling limitations.
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Figure 13. FWTM of image domain PSF of each reconstruction method versus varying fractional
cutoff of Nyquist frequency of the Hanning window.

Reconstructions of this phantom were compared with the true image to find a linear
least-squares error estimate of the point spread function of the reconstruction algorithm.
Figures 12 and 13 show the full width at half maximum (FWHM) and full width at tenth
maximum (FWTM) of the PSF versus cutoff frequency of the Hanning window used in each
reconstruction algorithm. At the same cutoff frequency, the deconvolution of the axial effect
greatly improves the axial resolution while all of the methods have comparable transaxial
resolution. The multi-axial approach results in a slightly larger axial FWHM and a slightly
smaller FWTM than conventional FBP. These terms show that the multi-axial approach changes
the shape of axial resolution profile. The lack of major axial resolution improvements with the
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Figure 14. Contrast versus noise curves for FBP reconstructions of FORE rebinned ‘contrast’
phantom simulations. Points correspond to increasing cutoff frequencies of the Hanning window.
The true contrast value is 0.5.

multi-axial method can be attributed to a non-optimal choice for the noise power term used in
the regularized inverse.
4.1.2. Contrast versus noise analysis. We also tested these methods with a simulated
torso ‘contrast’ phantom containing 8 ellipsoidal features, 4 hot and 4 cold of varying sizes
(0.4 cm < radii < 2.5 cm) shown in figure 10. These data sets contain Poisson noise for a
scan of 100 million total counts and a relatively small contribution of 0 mean Gaussian noise
to partially model the inaccuracies in photon detection as discussed by Furuie et al (1994).
Attenuation was incorporated in the simulated data and was precorrected for in the 3D domain.
We reconstructed 20 independent realizations of simulated data with features and of only
the background to compare the contrast of the different methods. The value µfeaturei is the
mean of the voxels in feature i in a feature reconstruction. Similarly, µbackground∗ is the mean
of the voxels in feature i in a background only reconstruction. For this study, noise is defined
as the standard deviation (over 20 realizations) of the average of the eight µbackgroundi and is
reported in measured counts. The contrast of feature i is defined as
contrasti =

µfeaturei − µbackgroundi
.
µbackgroundi

(6)

The final contrast is the mean of contrast values for all eight features. All of the features in
this phantom have a contrast of 0.5.
Figure 14 plots the contrast versus noise for different cutoff frequencies of the Hanning
window used in the FBP reconstruction. Note that each data point is calculated from 40
reconstructions, 20 of the feature phantom and 20 of the background. This figure shows that
the axial deconvolution methods provide considerable contrast improvement with as much as
a 30% contrast gain with comparable noise values. It should be stressed that while it appears
the D-axial methods perform very well, analysis of images for diagnostic tasks would usually
occur in the noise range of 0.01 to 0.015. In this range, the D-axial methods only slightly
outperform the other approaches. The transaxial deconvolution method yields reconstructions
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Figure 16. Profiles through reconstructions of Defrise phantom plotting the true phantom (dotted),
conventional FBP (dashed), D-axial (solid) and multi-axial (dash-dot) methods. (a) Profile down
the middle of central coronal slices shown in figure 15. (b) Profile through centre of transaxial
slice at plane 27.

with similar contrast levels as conventional FBP and only a minimal improvement in noise
levels.
4.1.3. Axial performance analysis. Considering that the deconvolution of the axial effects
leads to the best contrast and axial resolution properties, the axial methods were tested with
simulations of the Defrise phantom. This phantom has been used to test the axial performance
in transmission (Noo et al 1999) and emission tomography applications (Pieper et al 2001)
and highlights the limitations of rebinning algorithms and fully 3D scan performance. The
simulated phantom consisted of a 21.6 cm diameter cylinder filled with activity. An insert
is placed in the cylinder containing a stack of 5 18 cm diameter, 1.2 cm thick plastic discs
(which displace the activity) and are each separated by 2 cm axially. This phantom effectively
has discs of activity that when viewed coronally appear as bars of activity. We analytically
computed fully 3D data from this phantom and added noise equivalent to a 1.2 × 108 count
scan.
The coronal view through the Defrise phantom and reconstructions of the simulated data
are shown in figure 15. All of the methods have some degradation from the true phantom.
This is partly due to the fully 3D sampling of the phantom and due to the approximations
in the FORE algorithm. Figure 16 plots profiles through the coronal and transaxial images.
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Conventional FBP

D-Transaxial

D-Axial

D-Trans and Axial

Figure 17. One transaxial slice of 128 × 128 reconstructions of measured NEMA IEC body
phantom. All methods reconstructed with FBP apodizing filter set to have matched background
noise levels.

The true value of the activity in the hot discs is 3. The deconvolution of the axial effect and the
multi-axial approach recover some of values in these regions and are also more accurate in the
no activity regions. The multi-axial approach is the most accurate as evident in the transaxial
profile where the reconstructed image has zero values in the zero activity region in the centre
of the slice.
4.2. Measured data results
Finally, these methods were also tested with measured data from a GE Advance whole-body
scanner. We imaged a NEMA IEC body phantom consisting of 6 spheres (3.7 to 1.0 cm
diameters) filled with F18 with a sphere-to-background ratio of 8:1. We corrected these data
for attenuation, randoms, detector efficiency and deadtime in the 3D domain. Then, the data
were FORE rebinned and reconstructed with the methods discussed here.
Figure 17 displays one transaxial slice of the conventional FBP reconstruction and the
FBP reconstructions with compensation for axial and transaxial effects. Since the axial filter
operation sharpens the data, the cutoff of the Hanning window was set in each reconstruction
to have matched standard deviation of background voxels for each method. The axial
deconvolution methods used a 40% cutoff Hanning window and conventional FBP and D-Trans
used a 75% cutoff window. These are clinically relevant image noise levels for the detection
of truncal tumours. Even though they have matched background standard deviations, the
noise structure of conventional FBP compared to D-axial is different. It is difficult to visually
discern any differences amongst the methods. Profiles along a single transaxial and axial line
through these reconstructions appear in figure 18. The deconvolution of both the axial and
transaxial and multi-axial were not plotted and resulted in only slightly better contrast than
FBP.
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Figure 18. Profiles through NEMA IEC body phantom images from conventional FBP (dashed),
D-transaxial (dotted) and D-axial (solid) methods. (a) Horizontal profile through a transaxial slice
through the second smallest sphere and the smallest sphere. (b) Profile through a coronal slice
(axial profile) through the second smallest sphere. The true value of the spheres is 80.
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Figure 19. Error in mean values of spheres versus sphere size for reconstructions from the NEMA
IEC phantom with matched background noise. (a) Error from reconstructions with noise level set
for detection task. (b) Error from reconstructions with 25% higher background standard deviation
than (a).

Figure 19 quantifies the accuracy of the proposed methods plotting the per cent error in
the average sphere values versus the sphere size for the NEMA IEC reconstructions. The
error is defined as true sphere value minus average sphere value then divided by true value.
Figure 19(a) plots values for the reconstructions with apodizing filter set for noise levels for the
detection task. Figure 19(b) plots values for reconstructions with different apodizing windows
to have matched background standard deviations 25% higher than those in figure 19(a) to
highlight the improved quantitation at higher noise levels.
In this study, the deconvolution of the transaxial effect resulted in more quantitative error
than conventional FBP. On the other hand, the deconvolution of the axial blur resulted in less
error. When the noise level is set in the detection range (figure 19), the error in sphere values
using D-axial is on average 92% the error from FBP and when a higher noise level is acceptable
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(figure 19(a)) the error with D-axial is on average 72% the error from FBP. The axial profile
(figure 18(b)) shows that this improved quantitation is at the expense of undershooting the
planes hither and yon the planes with the tumour.
5. Discussion
We tested these methods with several simulation studies to evaluate the benefits and drawbacks
of each approach. The deconvolution of the transaxial PSF prior to FBP does not result in
any discernible improvement over conventional FBP. These findings are in keeping with our
expectations because FORE causes little blurring in the transaxial dimension as discussed
in section 3.1. The use of the ‘multi-axial’ approximation yielded little gains in terms of
resolution and contrast. These modest ‘multi-axial’ results could be due to the use of the
simple regularized inverse filter method and an overly conservative choice for noise power in
the inverse. More sophisticated deconvolution methods in the different regions of frequency
space may result in greater benefits with this method. But, the goal of this paper is to find
a computationally fast and simple method to improve reconstructions from FORE data. The
mediocre results with this method that already requires the added complexity of subdividing
the frequency space into multiple regions do not argue for exploration of more complicated
deconvolution techniques.
The deconvolution of the simple axial PSF provided the most promising results. This
method yielded reconstructions with contrast and axial resolution improvements, but these
gains are at the expense of more noise evident in the reconstructed images from all tests.
The axial deconvolution prior to reconstruction added noise to the overall image, requiring
an apodizing filter with a sharper roll-off in order to have the same noise levels as the
non-deconvolved FBP. The tests showed that the cutoff frequency used in FBP after the
axial-deconvolution needed to be roughly 3/5th the one used with conventional FBP. That
is, if an 80% window (10 mm filter) was used with conventional FBP a 48% window
(17 mm filter) was needed with D-axial to have the same reconstructed image noise levels.
The contrast versus noise analysis shows that the D-axial method has the potential of greater
quantitative accuracy if high noise levels are acceptable (noise > 0.02). When noise levels
are in a detection region (0.01 < noise < 0.015), the D-axial method is only slightly more
quantitatively accurate (∼8% improvement) as shown with the contrast versus noise analysis
and the reconstructions of the measured data. Furthermore, the axial deconvolution methods
slightly out-perform conventional FBP with the Defrise phantom. The peak-to-valley ratios
in these Defrise phantom results are in keeping with the improvements shown in the contrast
simulation study.
6. Conclusion
We approximated the PSF of FORE in the transaxial and axial dimensions through a space
domain representation of FORE. We proposed methods for reducing this blurring effect in the
data prior to FBP and tested these methods with several simulation and measured experiments.
The deconvolution of the transaxial PSF prior to FBP does not improve reconstructions for any
of our figures of merit. The D-axial method outperformed the more complicated ‘multi-axial’
approach in terms of contrast. The D-axial method, consisting of a fast filtering step prior
to reconstruction, offered the most simple method of the three proposed and yielded the best
overall results. But, the improvement over conventional FBP is modest when reconstructions
have matched background noise levels set in the detection task range. Given these limitations,
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this method is not warranted for the detection task which is the most common use of PET
imaging. When quantitative accuracy is important, for tasks such as monitoring response
to treatment and longitudinal assessment of disease progression, the D-axial method offers a
simple addition to FORE+FBP with ∼ 30% accuracy improvements. The difficulty of undoing
the blurring effects of the FORE kernel with simple linear methods due to noise and artefact
amplification points towards the necessity of exploring iterative, statistical techniques with
careful attention to statistics of the rebinned data.
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